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Re: In the Matter of the Petition of Public Service Electric and Gas Company
for Approval of its Clean Energy Future-Energy Efficiency Program on a
Regulated Basis
BPU Docket No. gl~gN-2-t-i+~

Secretary Camacho-Welch:

Pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:i-12.2(c), Sunrun Inc. ("Sunrun") hereby submits this response to

Public Service Gas and Electric Company’s ("PSE&G") November 28, 2018 letter in opposition

to Sunrun’s Motion to Intervene in the above referenced proceeding. As more fully described

below, PSE&G’s arguments in opposition to Sunrun’s Motion to Intervene ("Motion") are

inapposite, misstate or ignore clear and specific assertions in Sunrun’s Motion, and are a

transparent attempt to exclude the nation’s leading residential solar and energy storage provider

from meaningfully participating and representing its interests in this important proceeding.

PSE&G’s arguments should be rejected and Sunrun’s Motion should be granted. In support this

requested relief, Sunrun states as follows:
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1. Despite PSE&G’s arguments to the contrary, Sunrun clearly demonstrates that its

interests are "directly, substantially and significantly affected" by the above captioned

proceeding. PSE&G’s assertion that "not once does Sunrun mention that the proceeding

wili affect it directly and substantially’’~ baldly misrepresents Sunrun’s stated interests.

Indeed, Su=~run states in its Motion that "[a]s a residential solar and energy storage

provider in PSE&G’s territory, the outcome of this prodeeding will have a substantial,

specific and direct impact on Sunrtm’s interests,’’~ Moreover, Sun_run commended

PSE&G’s energy efficiency commitment, noting in particular PSE&G’s irmovative

incorporation of residential energy storage and solar PV into its energy efficiency

portfolio and stated that "[a]s the largest residential solar and energy storage provider in

the country and operations in PSE&G’s service territory, Sunrun has a direct and

significant interest in PSE&G’s proposed programs and pilots, including the Smart

Home, Volt Yar and Non-Wires Alternatives Pilots.’’3

2. PSE&G’s claim that Sunrun "does not specifically mention ihe availability of its

[BrightBox] service or actual plans to offer said service in PSE&G’s service territory’’4 is

flatly contradicted b3i Sunrun’s Motion. Sunrun clearly states in its Motion that it "offers

a solar-plus-storage servide ("BrightBox") in Several states," that "BrighiBox capabilities

1 PSE&G Letter in Opposition to Motion to Intervene of Sunrun Inc. at 6 (Nov. 28, 2018) ("PSE&G Letter").
2 Motion to Intervene of Sunrun Inc. ¶ 4 ("Sunrun Motion").

4 PSE&G Letter at 6,
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....~ extend to integrated grid management capabilities such as those contemplated in

PSE&G’s pilot programs" and that "Sunrun brings to this proceeding the unique

experience and perspective of a developer of residential solar and storage operating in

PSE&G’s service territory.’’5

In addition to PSE&G’s misrepresentation of Sunrun’s direct and substantial

interest, PSE&G’s assertion that Sunrun’s suggestion to explore a bring-your-own-device

("BY’OD’) program in conjunction with PSE&G’s proposed pilot offerings is

"misplaced, and would serve.nothing more than to distract the parties from the actual

issues at hand’’6 ignores the fact that a B¥OD tariff is directly in line with the type of

innovative energy efficiency program that PSE&G proposes to advance through its

Energy Efficiency Plan. As discussed in Sunrun’s Motion as an example of this,

PSE&G’s Energy Efficiency proposal states that the purpose of the Smart Homes pilot

"is to allow PSE&O to diverge from typical energy ef-flciency subprogram

implementa~ons and test new and innovative smart home concepts with customers and

the emerging network of p~’ivate sector firms active in this broad space.’’7 (Emphasis

added). PSE&G further states "it]he taa’get market for PSE&G’s Smart Homes Pilot

includes ~’esidential electric.., customers’8; and "the breadth of smart home devices

5 Sunrtin Motion ¶~l 8, l 1.
6 PSE&O Letter at 7.
7 PSE&G Energy Efficiency Plan at 74; see also Sunrun Motion ¶ 5 (citing the same).

" PSE&G Energy Efficiency Plan at 75,
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entering homes is expanding beyond thermostats, smart plugs, and lighting controls to

include smart shared controls, appliances, water heaters, as well as connected PV

inverters, residential storage batteries, and electric vehicles. All of these connected

products can coordinat~ operation to optimize control to flatten the load profile of a

home, minimizing demand chm’ge while consuming power that is generated localty,

maximizing return on investment in solar and storage solutions,’’9 (Emphasis added), To

be clear, PSE&G’s Smart Home pilot seeks to work with private sector firms, of which

Sunrun is the national leader, to test Smart Home pilot concepts; targets residential

customers, which is the customer segment exclusively served by Sunrun; andproposes to

leverage solar PV and storage assets installed at residential customers homes, which

would .very likely include existing and future Surtrun customers. ’

The type of BYOD program Sunrun encourages the Board to explore offers an

efficient means to achieve PSE&G proposed Smart Home pilot goals. As such it is by no

means "misplaced’~ nor would it "distract the parties from the actual issues at hand." To

the contrary, it is precisely the type of program that the Board should consider as a means

to meet the laudable goals set forth in PSE&G’s proposals to implement its energy

efficiency plans.    .

9 Id. at 74.
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For the a~,0idance of do, ubt, while Sunrun notes the Smart Home pilot again in

this response, and PSE&G’s Volt-Var and Non-Wires Alternative pilots in Sum’un’s

Motion]° Sunrun’s interests are not limited exclusively to these pilot programs. Instead,

Sunrun highlights these p!tots to underscore the fundamental connection between

PSE&G’s EnergyEfficiency Plan and Sunrun’s interests. Sunrun’s intervention should

therefore not be limited to those programs or pilots Sunrun specifically cited in its Motion

simply because Sunrun did not detail everyparticutar element of PSE&G’s extensive

filing to which Sunrun has an interest.

Moreover, PSE&G’s argument that "nowhere in Sunmn’s Motion did it allege

that i~ is a ratepayer of PSE&G such that it has reasonable basis upon which to champion

a BYOD tariff" is both inaccurate and inapposite. Sum’un is in fact a PSE&G customer,

as PSE&G is aware after raising the same false claim in PSE&G’s last rate Case

proceeding where Sum’un established that it is in fact a PSE&G customer,t~ Sunrun

operates two branch offices in Evesham Township and Franklin Township in PSE&G

territory where Sunrun employs New Jersey workers to sell and install Sunrun’s solar and

energy storage products.           ~

Sunrun Motiort ¶ 5 (stating "[a]s the largest residential sotar and energy storage provider in the country and
operations in PSE&G’s service territory, Sunrun has a direct and significant interest in PSE&G’s proposed
programs and pilots, including the Smart Home, Volt-Vat and Non-Wires Alternatives Pilots.") (Emphasis
added).
BPU Docket Nos. ER 18010029, GR18010030; OAL D0~ket No. 12098-16, Sunrun Response to.PSE&G
Opposition to Sunrun Motion to Intervene at2 (Apr. 20, 2018).
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Moreover, contrary to PSE&G’S assertion that if Sunrun is a ratepayer its

"interests are more than adequately represented by the New Jersey Division of Rate

Counsel ("Rate Counsel")"~2; the Rate Counsel cannot:and doe~ not represent Sunrun’s

interests because Sunmn’s interests in this proceeding extend beyond its interests as a

ratepayer of PSE&G. The fact that Sunrun is a ratepayer’is ir~dependent of Sunrun’s

stated interests in this proceeding and has no bearing on thefact that Sunrun’s core

competencies and capabilities provide it the expertise and capacity to partner with

utilities to achieve demand reduction and other grid benefits to deliver customer savings

through a BYOD program and as a private sector participant in PSE&G~s proposed

programs and pilots. Indeed, as the leading solm’, energy storage, and behind the meter

energy management company in the country, Sunrun is championing the development of

BYOD programs in numerous states, including neighboring New York and New England

¯ states.~3 Sunrun unquestionably has a reasonable basis to champion a BYOD program in

12

13

PSE&G Letter at 7.

Sunrun Motion ¶ 10; see also New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission DE 17-189, Direct Testimony of
Justin Barnes (May 2, 2018) (discussing the benefits of and recommending the adoption Of a BYOD program as
part of a pilot program proposed by Liberty Utilities to use customer sited energy storage devices to manage
peak demand events) and Proposed Settlement Agreement (Nov. 16, 2018) (adopting Sunrun’s
recommendations to include a BYOD program in Liberty’s pilot program); New York State Department of
Public Service, Matter No. 14-01299, In the Matter ofPSEG LI Utility 2.0 Long Range Plan, Comments of
Sunrun Inc.. (Aug, 30, 2018) (supporting PSE&G LI’s proposed BTM Energy Storage with Solar Program as a
means to provide clear market rules and up-front pricing to DER customers, developers, and aggregators to
integrate cost-effective DER solutions to meet short-term and long-term grid needs and recommending the
program be expanded across PSE&G’s Long Island territory) and Department of Public Service
Recommendations Regarding PSEG LI Annual 2018 Update at 15-.16 (Nov. 1,2018) (discussing PSEG L!
proposal to "initiate an open solicitation of third party aggregators to install energy storage solutions paired with
solar, while also providing load relief through direct load control" and recommending that"PSEG LI pursue the
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New Jersey and to partner with pSE&G to achieve the goals of its proposed programs

and pilots.

While Sunrun again co~rLrnends PSE&G’s forward thinking interest in adopting

innovative programs and pilots into its energy efficiency resource portfoIio to support

New Jersey’s clean energy goals, PSE&G’s opposition tO Stmrun’sMotion is a thinly

veiled attempt.to .exclude the leading residential solar and energy storage intervenor from

meaningfully participating in this proceeding and must be rejected. PSE&G’s proposed

Energy Efficiency Plan proposes cutting edge innovations in utitity energy efficiency

programs that involve partnering with private entities like Sunrun, but also proposes to

spend billions of dollars in ratepayer funds that will impact customers and private market

participants for decades to come. The Board should fully examine alternative and tess

cost!y methods to advance energy efficiency in New Jersey.

Application of the standards for intervention invoIves an implicit balancing test

that requires "It]he need and desire for development of a full and complete record, which

involves consideration of a diversity of interests, [to] be weighed against the

requirements of the N.J.A.C, which recognizes the need for prompt ’and expeditious

administrative proceedings by requiring that an intervener’s interest be specific, direct

BTM Storage project and expand the project outside of load constrained areas on Long Istand to be available
systemwide, to all classes ofratepayers, and include both paired Photovottaic (PV) and energy storage projects
as welt as standalone energy storage projects designed to reduce customer load during utility demand response
events").
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10.

11,

and different from that of the other parties so as to add measurably and constructively to

the scope of the case.’’14

The historic nature of this filing warrants parties and stakeholders who can

provide insights and expertise have a seat at the table. Sun.run is the national industry

leader in residential solar, energy storage and energy management and has critical

expertise that r~o other party brings to the deliberations of this proceeding. Sunrun’s

participation will assist the Board in developing a full and complete record, and Sunrun

has demonstrated that its interests in this matter are distinct from those of any ot.her party

and its participation will add constructively to the scope of this proceeding, and that

Sunrun’s participation will not cause undue delay or confusion. Accordingly, intervenor

status should be granted to Sunrun.

While Sunrun’s interest are such that intervenor status is warranted, if the Board

determines that intervenor status is not appropriate; Sunrunrespectfully requests, in the

alternative, participant status be granted to the fullest extent the Board determines

appropriate to allow Sunrun to represent its interests and meaningfully c~ntribute to the

deliberations in this proceeding.

14 See e,g. In the Matter of the Application of NJ Land, LLC Seeking a Declaratory Judgment or a Waiverl Order
(Aug. 24, 2016) Docket No. QO 1604.0382 (granting petition to intervene of Jersey Central Power & Light Co.),
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~. /_A~.tfully submittffd,/~

Lauti A. Mazzuchetti
Glenn T. Graham
Kelley Drye & Warren LLP
One Jefferson Road, 2~d Floor
Parsippaay, New Jersey 07054
lmazzuehetti@kelleydrye.com
ggraham@kelleydrye.eom

Attorneys for Sunrun .rnc.
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